VIRTUAL SCHOOL TRANSITION PLAN
PURPOSE
Hoosier Academies are committed to the virtual school families to support all parties in the continual
academic success of the students this year and beyond through collaboratively working with parents,
staff, and other stakeholders to find schooling alternatives and providing the appropriate supports to
ensure a current successful academic year and in finding alternative schooling options.
TRANSITION TEAM
Patsy Woods (SpEd)
Kathy Coe (Records)
Nadina McFann (Board Communication)
Bob Marra (Charter School Options)
Thomas Christenson (Lead Virtual Counselor)
Virtual PAC Representative (one rep from a grade span or an interventionist working with virtual?)
Rachael Borrelli (Community and Learning Coaches)
Rachel Goodwin (HOS- Hoosier Academy)
SUPPORTS












Three Support Hours facilitated by Rachael Borrelli with additional team members (advisor, Insight
teacher, etc..) (January, February, March)
School Fair (January hosted at the large populated sites)
Virtual School Fair (2nd week in December and February)
o Invite school to create one PP slide about their school
o Parents can roam the main room to review the school fact slide
o Each school will be put into a breakout room, which parents can go from room to room to
ask the school representative questions
Resource Fair per region
FAQ sheet created for parents and teachers
Fact sheet about Hybrid and Insight shared with the community (list of courses, AP, etc..)
Option letters sent to families
School Voucher Program Information shared via online session and materials at Resource Fairs

QUESTIONS

1. Do students who are enrolled in Virtual put on the waiting list for Insight and Hybrid
automatically?

2. What are the rules around the waiting list for a school closing within the same network of
schools?
3. What does the re-registration process look like for students transferring from Virtual to Insight
or Indy?
4. Could Virtual students enrolled in the International Academy? Is there any type of tuition
discount?

5. Can 12th grade students take summer school if they need credits to graduate?
MILESTONE TIMELINE
November 20th: Team Planning Meeting
November 27th: Option List Prepared and reviewed
Update of Plan and next steps in HOS Community Update
December 4th: Team Planning Meeting
December 11th: Virtual School Fair
December 18th: Team Update Meeting and Option Letter Sent
January 8th: Support Hour
January 15th: School Fair Week- hosting at particular sites
January 22nd: Team Update Meeting
January 29th: Team Update Meeting (Focus: Record Process)
February 5th: Virtual School Fair and During testing host a resource fair with info (add Gary)
February 12th: Team Update Meeting
February 19th: Support Hour
February 26th:
March 5th: Support Hour
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Confidential Attorney-Client
Privileged Communication
MEMORANDUM
To:

Hoosier Academy, Inc. Board of Directors

From: Clark, Quinn, Moses, Scott & Grahn, LLP
Date: November 28, 2017
Re:

Proposed Changes to Criminal History Check Policy

BACKGROUND
Changes are necessitated by amendments to IC 20-26-5-10 (Adoption of Criminal History
Background and Child Protection Index Check Policy; Implementation of Policy) and the
enactment of IC 20-26-5-10.5 (Adoption of Policy to Check Employment References) in the
most recent legislative session.

SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES


In addition to an expanded criminal history (“ECH”) check, IC 20-26-5-10 now requires an
expanded child protection index (“ECPI”) check to be conducted on covered individuals
within 60 days after the individual’s association with the School commences.
o An ECPI check is an inquiry with the department of child services as to whether an
individual has been the subject of a substantiated report of child abuse or neglect and is
listed in the child protection index established under IC 31-33-26-2. The law also requires
inquiries with the child welfare agencies of all other states in which the individual has
resided since reaching 18 years of age and in which information necessary to complete
the ECPI check is available.
o For certificated employees, the ECPI check also must include an inquiry with the teacher
licensing agency in every state in which the individual has resided since reaching 18
years of age as to whether the individual has ever had a teaching license revoked.
o Under IC 20-26-5-11(d), if an ECPI check discloses that an individual has been the
subject of a substantiated report of child abuse or neglect, the School may use the report
as grounds not to employ or contract with the individual. This parallels the statutory
language regarding ECH checks and the offenses listed in IC 20-26-5-11(b); however, the
Ball State University Office of Charter Schools Policy Regarding Criminal Histories
(“Ball State Policy”) requires the School to use a covered conviction as grounds for not
employing or contracting with the individual. The Ball State Policy has not been updated
since 2012, so it is silent with regard to the ECPI checks. Accordingly, we recommend
treating substantiated reports of abuse or neglect the same way the Ball State Policy
requires the School to treat convictions revealed by ECH checks, i.e., as a disqualification
for association with the School.

Confidential Attorney-Client
Privileged Communication


IC 20-26-5-10 now requires the Policy to prohibit the School from hiring an individual
convicted of one of the offenses mandating license revocation listed IC 20-28-5-8(c) in
addition to those listed in IC 20-26-5-11(b), referenced in the current Policy.



With regard to covered individuals besides board members, the statutory deadline for
completing the ECH check is reduced from 3 months to 30 days after the individual becomes
associated with the School. The statute does not specify a deadline for completing the ECH
checks on board members. However, the Ball State Policy calls for the ECH check on a
prospective board member to be completed at least 14 days before the member’s approval, so
that provision in the Policy has not changed.



The School currently uses a contractor to conduct background checks which provides its own
consent forms. Accordingly, the Policy is updated to provide that Schedules B and C, which
contain a consent form to be provided by board members and other covered individuals,
respectively, should be used in the event the entity conducting the background checks on
behalf of the School does not provide an appropriate form of consent.



The current Policy, in accordance with the prior version of IC 20-26-5-10, provides that no
individual subject to the Policy may be required to obtain an ECH check more than once
every 5 years, leaving decisions regarding when and if to conduct rechecks to the School’s
discretion. The statute now requires the School to complete an ECH check on covered
individuals every 5 years. The School may (but is not required to) accomplish this for
individuals employed as of the effective date of the amendments (July 1, 2017) by annually
conducting ECH and ECPI checks on at least 1/5 of the staff employed as of that date.
Additionally, the School may obtain an ECH and/or ECPI at any time if the School has
reason to believe an individual is the subject of a substantiated report of child abuse or
neglect or has been charged with or convicted of a crime listed in IC 20-26-5-11(b).



The General Assembly added IC 20-26-5-10.5, which requires the School to adopt a policy
requiring the “school employer” to contact employment references and, if applicable, the
most recent employer provided by a prospective employee before hiring the prospective
employee. The statute does not specify any particular action to be taken on the basis of
information received from the reference checks.
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Hoosier Academies Network of Schools Curriculum Alignment
To: Hoosier Academy, Inc. Board of Directors
From: Nadina McFann
Date: November 28, 2017
Subject: Curriculum Alignment, November Project

Background
K12 and Hoosier Academy, Inc. have been working since June to review the current curriculum to
identify what Indiana State standards are not covered within a course. Tested subjects and grade levels
were given top priority due to the short timeline. Realigned courses for first semester were available to
teachers in August before the first day of school.
Summary


All parties, teachers and K12, benefited from the alignment discussions. Both parties
appreciated the opportunity to talk with one another and both learned something new from
each other. The teachers were able to express their concerns and felt heard, and K12 was able
hear how their work impacts teachers.



The K12 curriculum and alignment team shared and expressed that they have the same
concerns as the teachers, but had to keep in mind the goal of the project was to identify the
gaps within the curriculum and fill them on a very short timeline.



17 teachers were reviewing the realigned courses that was done by K12 curriculum and
alignment team to ensure that all aspects of the standards are addressed. *Teacher initialed
documents can be found in Dropbox, Curriculum Alignment Folder.



Ten teachers had questions regarding the alignment and met for 45 minutes in a one-on-one
discussion to review, discuss, provide clarity, and answer questions their alignment document
with Maureen Schilpp and the appropriate content specialist.



For the standards that teachers identified as still not being covered, the K12 curriculum and
alignment team was able to tell them where within the curriculum the standard is addressed
and how students go about meeting that particular standard.



For the standards that have been identified as being covered in second semester, the K12 team
was able to confirm that it will be addressed in second semester and teachers were able to
confirm as they had access to second semester.



There were disagreements with some of the standard coverage. However, the teacher agreed
that the standard is covered, they would like to see more coverage of the skill.
Moving Forward



All teachers will have access to second semester courses this week.



There is a customization request option for teachers to work with the HOS if there are additional
changes that they would like to see made to their curriculum for next school year. The
customization request could potentially allow for lessons to be moved, additional resources to
be added, adding rigor to lessons, identifying what assignments teachers should grade, or
modifying objectives to include the added material.



K12 curriculum and alignment team will be looking into providing teachers with a list of what
was added and where it can be found as a quick reference sheet to quickly identify where the
alignment coverage is located.



K12 and some of our teachers will be following back up with each other to provide
recommendations on covering skills within a standard that was taught in previous grades to be
retaught.



Because second semester courses have not yet been released, the teachers on the curriculum
alignment team will be reviewing those standards that K12 and team identified as being in
second semester.



K12 and team did provide teachers with where within the second semester course they could
find that standard coverage.



One-on-one meetings will be scheduled if needed for second semester.

Hoosier October Board MeetingAcademic Outcomes
11.28.17
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Focused Plan
Assessment-5 STAR
◦ Weekly data meetings-Actionable data
100% Aligned Curriculum
Engagement-Getting students to live classes and holding
them accountable
Teachers-Effective Instruction (Evaluation, walk-throughs,
peer, instructional rounds)
=Student Academic Growth
*Same plan for all three schools
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Virtual K5: Progress (OLS)
K5 OLS Progress
Grade:

SY1617
(Last
Year)

SY1718
(Current)

It is important to note that last year, the target
was 80% projected progress, and this year’s
target on the tracker is 90% expected progress,
so the percentages are comparing different
things. It is more challenging to reach 90%
projected progress. The current tracker looks
at this for last year, and measures it as 54.5%
overall last year, but it cannot separate this by
grade level, but we can see a 9.3% increase
with the 90% goal from last year to this year.

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No
Change)

K
1st
2nd

60.3%
69.9%
70.1%

54.7%
76.8%
74.4%

5.6% (decrease)
6.9% (increase)
4.3% (increase)

3rd

70.3%

66.3%

4% (decrease)

4th
5th

56.8%
66.2%
64.8%

57.4%
53.9%
63.8%

0.6% (increase)
12.3% (decrease)

Overall
Progress

54.5% to 63.8% on this
year’s tracker = 9.3%
increase overall
3

YOY Data
Grade
K

>1 year
Grade

54.7%
>1 yr (42)

1-2

1-2 years

2-3 years

n/a3-4

n/a

1

95.2% (1)

78.8% (83)

48.2% (8)

2

75.0% (4)

73.5% (23)

76.9% (31)

3

75.0% (1)

65.8% (34)

73.4% (21)

4

68.8% (2)

57.7% (40)

44.9% (11)

5

0% (1)

44.4% (38)

65.8% (19)

Grade

>1 year

1-2 years

2-3 years

All grades

58.5% (53)

65.8% (218)

67.5% (90)
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Virtual K5: Progress Goals
Goal: OLS progress in courses
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA

Goal
83.2%
86.1%

Actual
57.2%
67.2%
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Virtual K5: Live Instruction
K5 BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference

33.3%
79.3%
46% (increase)

(Increase, Decrease, No Change)

6

Virtual MS (6-8): Passing Rates
MS Passing Rates
Grade:

SY1617
(Last
Year)

SY1718
(Current)

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No Change)

6th
7th
8th

66.6%
56.7%
46%

71.9% 5.3% ( Increase )
65.6% 8.9% (Increase)
61%
15% (Increase)

Overall
Passing
Rates

54.6%

65.6% 11% (Increase )
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YOY Data Virtual Middle School
Grade

>1 year

1-2 years

2-3 years

6th

55%(5)

69.6%(28)

64.1% (16)

7th

53.3% (4)

63% (50)

65.5% (21)

8th

62.5 %(9)

46.5% (78)

63% (37)

Grade

>1 year

1-2 years

2-3 years

All Grades

54.3% (15)

58.7% (121)

64% (64)
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Virtual MS (6-8): Passing Rate Goals
Goal: MS Course Passing Rates
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

Goal
62.1%
70%
66.3%

Actual
68%
59.9%
65.6%

9

Virtual MS (6-8): Live Instruction (BBC)
MS BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference

24%

79.9% (Increase)
55.9%(Increase)

(Increase, Decrease, No Change)
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Virtual HS: Passing Rates
HS Passing Rates
Grade:

SY1617
(Last
Year)

SY1718
(Current)

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No Change)

9th
10th
11th

54.2%
51.8%
48.1%

68.7% +14.5%
62.8% +11%
69.3% +21.2%

12th

38.1%

66.9% +28.8%

Overall
Passing
Rates

49.1%

67.2% +18.1%
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YOY Data - HAVS
Grade

Grade

>1 yr
1 yr

1-2

3-4 2 yr

3 yr

9

51.1% (9 students)

60.1% (58 students)

71.1% (27 students)

10

20% (2 students)

59.1% (78 students)

67.1% (25 students)

11

20% (1 student)

63.2% (67 students)

70.1% (55 students)

12

0 (N/A) (0 students)

63% (66 students)

73% (35 students)

Overall

43.3% (12 students)

61.4% (269 students)

70.4% (142 students)
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Virtual HS: Passing Rate Goals
Goal: HS Course Passing Rates
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

Goal
66.2%
52.1%
61.2%

Actual
62.8%
64.1%
67.2%

13

Virtual HS Live Instruction (BBC)
HS BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference
(Increase,
LY 23.5%Decrease, No Change)

22.5%

59.5%
+37%
TY 65.5%

Increase 42
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Insight: Passing Rates
Insight Passing Rates
Grade:

7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Overall
Passing Rate

SY1617
(Last Year)

52.8%
41.1%
55.4%
34.3%
30.7%
28.0%
37.8%

SY1718
(Current)

61.3%
70.3%
58.8%
54.9%
41.8%
39.1%
51.2%

Difference
(Increase,
Decrease, No
Change)

+ 8.5
+ 29.2
+ 3.4
+ 20.6
+ 11.1
+ 11.1
+ 13.4
15

Insight Passing Rate Goal
Goal: MS Course Passing Rates
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

(each month, 2017-18)
Goal
Actual
62.1%
62.3%
70%
61.7%
66.3%
67.2%

Goal: HS Course Passing Rates
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

(each month, 2017-18)
Goal
Actual
66.2%
39.1%
52.1%
43.3%
61.2%
47.1%
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Insight Live Sessions
Insight BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference

Middle School
27.1%

High School
17.9%

60.6%

47.5%

+ 33.5

+ 29.6

(Increase, Decrease, No
Change)
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Indy K5: Progress (OLS)
K5 OLS Progress
Grade:

SY1617
(Last Year)

SY1718
(Current)

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No
Change)

K
1st
2nd

80.2%(15)
79.4% (16)
70.1% (17)

53.6%(12)
37.7% (17)
41% (10)

26.6% (Decrease)

3rd

73.5% (17)

63.5%(9)

10 % (Decrease)

4th

61.3% (16)

41.5% (17)

19.8% (Decrease)

5th

33.8% (21)

55.3% (13)

21.5% (Increase)

Overall
Progress

65.4% (102)

48.8% (78)

16.6% (Decrease)

41.7% (Decrease)
29.1% (Decrease)
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YOY Data – Indy Elem
Grade

Grade

>1 >1
year
yr

1-2

3-4
1-2 years

2-3 years

K

64.3% (12)

NA

NA

1st

71.4% (1)

75.0% (5)

71.4%(1)

2nd

32% (6)

70.6% (2)

37.5% (2)

3rd

N/A (0)

50.0% (1)

66.7% (3)

4th

40% (7)

28.1% (4)

52.9% (4)

5th

51.8 (7)

37.5% (1)

NA

Overall

43.3 (46)

54.5 (13)

50.9 (30)
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Indy K5: Progress Goals
Goal: OLS progress in courses
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

Goal
83.2%
86.1%

Actual
49.4% (77)
56.8% (78)
48.8%

20

Indy K5: Live Instruction
K5 BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference

46.3%
71%
24.7% (Increase)

(Increase, Decrease, No Change)
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Indy MS (6-8): Passing Rates
MS Passing Rates
Grade:

SY1617
(Last Year)

SY1718 (Current)

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No
Change)

6th
7th
8th

78.7% (14) 87.5% (14)
76.8% (20) 87.3% (14)
78.9% (23) 82.9% (19)

8.8% (Increase)
10.5% (Increase)
4% (Increase)

Overall
Passing
Rates

78.1%(62) 85.6% (48)

7.5% (Increase)
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YOY Data – Indy MS
Grade Grade

1-2
>1 yr >1 year

3-4

1-2 years

2-3 years

6th

70.7% (19)

89.6% (12)

100% (3) Advanced

7th

%(1) Not tested

100% (3) Advanced

100% (1) Advanced

8th

75% (5)

83.3% (6)

100% (1) Advanced

Overall

82.1(7)

85.7% (7)

71.9% (19)
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Indy MS (6-8): Passing Rate Goals
Goal: MS Course Passing Rates
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

Goal
62.1%
70%
66.3%

Actual
75%
85.1%
85.6%
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Indy MS (6-8): Live Instruction (BBC)
MS BBC Instruction
SY1617
(Last Year)
SY1718
(Current)
Difference

53.5%

74.3%
20.8% (Increase)

(Increase, Decrease, No Change)
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Indy HS: Passing Rates
HS Passing Rates
Grade:

SY1617
(Last Year)

SY1718
(Current)

Difference
(Increase, Decrease, No
Change)

9th
10th
11th

63.5% (24)
73.9%(18)
86.4% (18)

75%(18)
11.5% (Increase)
57.8% (24) 16.1% (Decrease)
61.2% (25) 25.2% (Decrease)

12th

82.6% (17)

49%(11)

33.6% (Decrease)

Overall
Passing
Rates

75.2% (77)

62% (78)

13.2% (Decrease)
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YOY Data – Indy HS
Grade

Grade

>1>1yr year

1-2

3-4
1-2 years

2-3 years

9th

61.2% (9)

Unknown (3)

Unknown (1)

10th

39%(12)

69% (10)

None

11th

47.1% (13)

81.3% (5)

63.2% (4)

12th

22.2% (3)

64.3% (3)

50% (2)

Overall

46% (37)

75.8% (21)

64.7% (7)
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Indy HS: Passing Rate Goals
Goal: HS Course Passing Rates
(each month, 2017-18)
Subject
Math
ELA
Overall

Goal
66.2%
52.1%
61.2%

Actual
66.2%
78.9%
62.0%
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MindPlay Reading
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Hoosier Virtual

Grade Level

Total Number Students

Average Grade Level Gain
(Benchmark)

K-5

520

0.59

6-8

299

0.69

9-12

674

0.46

Overall

1,493

0.56

Hoosier Virtual
Grade Level
Tier 2/3 (K-12)

Total Number Students
242

Average Grade Level Gain
(Benchmark)
.51

High Ability

18

1.78

Special Education

169

.42

Hoosier Indianapolis

Grade Level

Total Number Students

Average Grade Level Gain
(Benchmark)

K-12

209

0.58

Tier 2/3 (K-6)

23

0.33

High Ability

6

2.00

Special Education

26

0.20

Insight

Grade Level

Total Number Students

Average Grade Level Gain
(Benchmark)

7-12

792

0.28

Tier 2/3 (7th-8th)

33

0.27

Special Education

79

0.31

Ascend Math
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FAST Board Summary Report
Overview
 Family Pulse Check #4 sent out this week (11/27/2017) to gauge family satisfaction and student
preparation.
Hoosier Academy Indianapolis
Referrals
 Closed: 4
 FAST Action: 23
 FAST Waiting: 7
 FAST Review: 0
 Lead Review: 0
Login Information
 Student login greater than 1 week: 4
 Learning Coach login greater than 1 week: 30
Most Recent Pulse Check – 10/16/2017 – 39 Responses
How satisfied are you currently with your overall experience? Very Dissatisfied (1) though Very
Satisfied (7)
1=1, 2=1, 3=0, 4=4, 5=6, 6=9, 7=17
How well are you and your student able to keep up with your daily schooling routine? The scale is Not
Very Well at All (1) through Very Well (7)
1=0, 2=1, 3=1, 4=6, 5=4, 6=15, 7=11
Hoosier Academy Virtual
Referrals
 Closed: 22
 FAST Action: 155
 FAST Waiting: 0
 FAST Review: 0
 Lead Review: 26
Login Information
 Student login greater than 1 week: 30
 Learning Coach login greater than 1 week: 95
Most Recent Pulse Check – 10/16/2017 – 253 Responses
How satisfied are you currently with your overall experience? The scale is Very Dissatisfied (1) though
Very Satisfied (7)
1=9, 2=7, 3=15, 4=21, 5=41, 6=58, 7=102

How well are you and your student able to keep up with your daily schooling routine? The scale is Not
Very Well at All (1) through Very Well (7)
1=10, 2=9, 3=12, 4=21, 5=41, 6=51, 7=109
Insight School of Indiana
Referrals
 Closed: 11
 FAST Action: 54
 FAST Waiting: 8
 FAST Review: 0
 Lead Review 49
Login Information
 Student login greater than 1 week: 58
 Learning Coach login greater than 1 week: 106
Most Recent Pulse Check – 10/16/2017 – 136 Responses
How satisfied are you currently with your overall experience? Very Dissatisfied (1) though Very
Satisfied (7) – 93 Response on 10/20/2016
1=4, 2=2, 3=7, 4=19, 5=29, 6=34, 7=46
How well are you and your student able to keep up with your daily schooling routine? The scale is Not
Very Well at All (1) through Very Well (7)
1=2, 2=0, 3=7, 4=21, 5=38, 6=29, 7=38

Programs Presently Offered SY1718
Date

CTE Survey Results Reveal Strong Support for CTE

STEM, IT, Health Care, and Business Preferred Clusters

Business Management & Administration
Health Science
Information Technology & Manufacturing
Agriculture, Food, & Natural Resources
Science, Technology,
Engineering, & Mathematics (STEM)

Business and IT: Microsoft Office Certifications

Courses Offered*
Microsoft Word 2016/365
with Exam Prep
Microsoft Excel 2016/365 with
Exam Prep
Microsoft PowerPoint
2016/365 with Exam Prep
Microsoft Access 2016/365
with Exam Prep
* These courses include
preparation for certification.

Microsoft Word 2016/365
with Exam Prep
Microsoft Excel 2016/365
with Exam Prep
Microsoft PowerPoint
2016/365 with Exam Prep
Microsoft Access 2016/365
with Exam Prep

These 4 one semester courses cover the latest that
Microsoft Office has to offer. While completing
projects, students learn how to use the programs as
well as why each step in the process is necessary.
The course engages students in critical thinking and
problem-solving skills to create their own solutions
using Microsoft Office. For instance, students learn
how to create a variety of documents and use a
variety of document collaboration and integration
tools. Students have the opportunity to learn about
Cloud and Web technologies. Microsoft Office 365
is currently supported for these classes.

4

Business: Administrative Support
Credentials
Students will prepare for the National
Occupational Competency Testing Institute
Business Information Processing Exam, the
A*S*K Business Institute Fundamental Business
Concepts Exam, as well as Microsoft Office
Certifications.

Possible Careers

Suggested Course Progression
4 year 3 year
plan
plan

Administrative Assistant, Court Reporter,
Customer Service Representative, Data Entry
Specialist, Legal Secretary, Medical Secretary,
Medical Transcriptionist, Records Processing
Assistant, Shipping and Receiving Clerk,
Stenographer, Typist, Word Processor

9

10

Business and Healthcare Explorations

Workforce Trends

10

10

Marketing 1

10

11

Accounting 1

11

11

Marketing 2

Administrative Assistants can earn $35,330
per year, expected job growth 12% by 2022;
Paralegals can earn $46,990 per year,
expected job growth 17% by 2022.

11

11

Entrepreneurship 2

12

12

Accounting 2

12

12

NOCTI and A*S*K cert prep

*Program may be accelerated depending on
student goals and abilities, and course availability.

**Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2014-15 Edition

Beyond High School
Students may pursue the following: Business
Administration Certificate, Associate's Degree in
Business Fundamentals, Bachelor's
Degree in Business
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Business: Administrative Support
Business and
Healthcare
Explorations

This course is designed as an exploration of two career clusters. Students will get an introduction to these fields so that they can better assess which
pathway to pursue. In this course, students explore basic concepts in the broad areas of business and health care, as well as career options in each
area. In addition to studying concepts of entrepreneurship, accounting, and marketing, students explore these concepts on scales that range from a
single person to nations. The second part of this course introduces students to the various disciplines within the health sciences, including
toxicology, clinical medicine, and biotechnology. Students explore the importance of diagnostics and research in the identification and treatment of
diseases.

Marketing 1

Students find out what it takes to market a product or service in today's fast-paced business environment. They learn the fundamentals of marketing
using real-world business examples. They learn about buyer behavior, marketing research principles, demand analysis, distribution, financing,
pricing, and product management.

Accounting 1

In this course, students with no prior training learn fundamental accounting skills, building an appreciation for the role of accounting in managing a
profitable business. They are given an overview of financial, cost, and management accounting; learn the basic concepts, conventions and rules of
the double entry system; and practice techniques to analyze ratios from the balance sheet. The concepts of ethics, integrity, and confidentiality are
woven in throughout the course. Student complete this course with the skills needed for college accounting courses—essential for Business
majors—office work, or managing their own small businesses.

Marketing 2

Students build on the skills and concepts learned in Introduction to Marketing I to develop a basic understanding of marketing principles and
techniques. By the end of the course, they will have developed their own comprehensive marketing plan for a new business.

Entrepreneurship 2

Students build on the business concepts they learned in Introduction to Entrepreneurship I. They learn about sales methods, financing and credit,
accounting, pricing, and government regulations. They refine their technology and communication skills in speaking, writing, networking,
negotiating, and listening. They enhance their employability skills by preparing job-related documents, developing interviewing skills, and learning
about hiring, firing, and managing employees. Students develop a complete business plan and a presentation for potential investors.

Accounting 2

These courses provide students with a foundation in the mechanics of accounting, as well as the opportunity to apply accounting concepts to real
world situations and make informed business decisions. Students explore case studies of companies such as TOMS Shoes, iTunes, American Eagle,
McDonald's, and Google. Students master valued skills, such as critical thinking and technology use, and commercial technology. Students become
equipped to work with Microsoft Excel®, Peachtree®, QuickBooks®,and Automated Accounting Online. The courses include units on careers in
accounting, ethics, global awareness, financial literacy, and forensic accounting.

NOCTI and A*S*K
cert prep

These test prep courses will prepare students for exams that test basic skills in professional areas. They include practice tests and strategies for
showing the skills and knowledge they have acquired.
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STEM: Engineering & Technology
Possible Careers
Engineering and technician opportunities highlight the
jobs in this field. These jobs range from dealing with
chemicals and machines to working with electronics
and biomedical devices.

With No Education Beyond High School
Surveying and mapping technicians are employed with
a high school diploma. They make a median annual income of
$42,010 and there are over 57,000 jobs like this today.
Sample Course Progression
4 year
plan

3 year
plan*
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Engineering Explorations

10
10
11
11
12
12

10
11
11
11
12
12

Engineering Fundamentals 1
Engineering Fundamentals 2
Engineering Drawing and Design 1
Engineering Drawing and Design 2
Introduction to Mechanical Engineering
Other elective, work-based experience
or dual credit – electives may be taken
at any point in this sequence if prerequisites are met

Beyond High School

**Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2014-15 Edition

Students may pursue work as a biomedical engineer.
This requires a 4-year college degree, and has a
median annual salary of $86,220. Expect a whopping 23%
growth in jobs by 2024.

Credentials
NOCTI Pre-Engineering /
Engineering Technology

*Program may be accelerated depending on
student goals and abilities, and course availability.
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STEM: Engineering & Technology
Engineering Explorations (DRAFT)
Each day, we are surrounded by technology and engineering projects. From our phones to the bridges we drive over, engineering and technology
influence many parts of our lives. In Concepts of Engineering and Technology, you will learn more about engineering and technology careers and
what skills and knowledge you’ll need to succeed in these fields. You’ll explore innovative and cutting-edge projects that are changing the world we
live in and examine the design and prototype development process. Concepts of Engineering and Technology will also help you understand the
emerging issues in this exciting career field.
Engineering
Fundamentals 1

This course is designed to give students strong problem-solving skills and a solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become
analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers. The course begins with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse of the various areas
of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will
encounter on the job. The course also includes professional profiles that highlight the work of practicing engineers from around the globe.
Throughout, the course demonstrates how engineers apply physical and chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and
supervise the production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day.
Engineering
This is the second semester of Engineering Fundamentals. This course is designed to give students strong problem-solving skills and a solid
Fundamentals 2
foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers. The course begins with an
overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse of the various areas of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It
then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will encounter on the job. The course also includes professional profiles that highlight
the work of practicing engineers from around the globe. Throughout, the course demonstrates how engineers apply physical and chemical laws and
principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and supervise the production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every
day.
Engineering Drawing and In this course students learn about actual product design through all phases, from concept through manufacturing, marketing, and distribution.
Design 1
Students learn how engineering design practices improve output quality and also learn management methods to identify the causes of defects,
remove them, and minimize manufacturing variables.
Engineering Drawing and This is the second semester of Engineering Drawing and Design. In this course students continue their study of learning about actual product design
Design 2
through all phases, from concept through manufacturing, marketing, and distribution. Students learn how engineering design practices improve
output quality and also learn management methods to identify the causes of defects, remove them, and minimize manufacturing variables.
Introduction to
This course is designed to give students strong problem-solving skills and a solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become
Mechanical Engineering analytical, detail-oriented, and creative engineers. The course begins with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse of the various areas
of specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that students will
encounter on the job. The course also includes professional profiles that highlight the work of practicing engineers from around the globe.
Throughout, the course demonstrates how engineers apply physical and chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and
supervise the production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day.
OR
This course introduces students to the field of mechanical engineering and helps them develop an appreciation for how engineers design hardware
that builds and improves societies around the world. The course covers topics such as technical problem-solving skills, design, engineering analysis,
and modern technology to provide a solid mechanical engineering foundation students need for future success in the field.
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